WIKIMEDIA MÉXICO
NEW KIDS ON THE BLOCK!

Wikimedia Mexico was recognized on 3 August 2011.

However, our history began in March 2010 with the first Wikipedia Mexican editors meeting.
BEWARE! WMMX AT WORK

Before and after our recognition we’ve worked in different activities promoting Wikimedia’s philosophy and goals in our country.
Wikipedia 10 Celebrations

Wikipedia 10 years celebration in Guadalajara, Jalisco
Conferences, congress and curses

Nearly 20 talks in different places of Mexico.

Topics:
• Wiki code
• Wikimedia projects
• Free culture and open knowledge.

Conference in University of Colima
WMMX general coordinator has been in TV and Radio speaking about our identity, goals and lobbying versus some Mexican copyright laws changes.

Mass and social media

CNN en español

Popular TV News broadcasting
WMMX have important achievements expanding the Wikimedia projects to non-spanish speakers, especially in native Mexican languages.

Knowledge for all
Actually we’re working in other projects in more native languages:

• Whykhipedia Totunaku
• Kaqchikel mayan Wikipedia
Our GLAM partnerships:

- Museo de Arte Popular in Mexico City.
- Museo del Objeto del Objeto

The “Vechol”
In last days we began talks with the most important cultural center in Mexico: Palacio de Bellas Artes, with the aim of get a GLAM partnership.
We engage the Global Education Program partnering with the most important university in Mexico and one of the most relevant in Latin America, setting the first Wikipedia Club in UNAM.
The second recently founded is the Club Wikipedia Amoxcalli (in nahuat, Library) in one of the main universities of Mexico City, the UAM (Metropolitan Autonomous University)
Lobbying

Wikimedia Mexico is against some Mexican copyright law reformations, which are trying to regulate the internet freedom. We declared it publicly through TV programs and internet publications.

• Döring Law
• IMPI Law
Universities

Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México
Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana
Tecnológico de Monterrey
Cultural and non-cultural partners

- Mozilla Mexico
- Consejo Nacional de Alianzas Educativas (National Council for Community and Education Partnerships Mexico)
- House Study Diego Rivera
- Museum of Fine Arts Palace
- Fundacion Júmex
- Rufino Tamayo Museum
THINGS TO DO

- Go to Wikimedia Conference in Berlin.
- Get the legal recognition.
- Fundraising.
- Increase our memberships.
- More GLAM projects in all the country.
- Wikimedia projects in more native languages.
- Begin partnerships and alliances with local governments.
THANK YOU!
DANKE VIELE!
¡GRACIAS!
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